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Relative Pronouns

Underline the relative clause in each sentence.  Circle the relative pronoun in

each relative clause.

Example: My brother, who works at the kids’ park, lives in New York.

This is Ava whom we have selected as the captain.
1

My cousin Brendon, whose song was loved by all, is a star now.
8

Many tourists visit Bali, which has great beaches.
7

This is my neighbor who is looking for a babysitter.
6

I repaired the bike that Alen took to the cinema last night.
5

This is the clubhouse that is hosting the party tonight.
4

John met the students whom he will tutor in physics.
3

The wagon that is carrying coal is broken down.
2
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Name : Answer Key

Relative Pronouns

Underline the relative clause in each sentence.  Circle the relative pronoun in

each relative clause.

Example: My brother, who works at the kids’ park, lives in New York.

This is Ava whom we have selected as the captain.
1

My cousin Brendon, whose song was loved by all, is a star now.
8

Many tourists visit Bali, which has great beaches.
7

This is my neighbor who is looking for a babysitter.
6

I repaired the bike that Alen took to the cinema last night.
5

This is the clubhouse that is hosting the party tonight.
4

John met the students whom he will tutor in physics.
3

The wagon that is carrying coal is broken down.
2
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